Chapter VII

Much Ado About Nothing

Tuesday, August 18, 1953

M ONDAY, AUGUST 17, AND ONCE MORE THE OLD LADY nosed her way past
St. Elmo's Point and took up her appointed position at No. 8
Buoy. One more chapter in the commission had been added and now
came the promised rest with our first docking period and four days'
well-earned leave into the bargain. The first leave parties left the ship on
the following day, the natives scurrying away to their warrens loaded
down with Port Said handbags and leather goods whilst the lesser
mortals amongst us were content to be driven off in luxurious coaches
to Krendi Rest Camp.
Our docking period commenced on August 21 and the short
journey to the dry dock was completed without mishap and soon the old
lady was resting securely if not sedately on the bottom of the dock. An
immediate frenzy of activity was declared the order of the day and the
ship was soon alive with dockyard mateys who we found are the same
the whole world over.
As soon as the multitudes of barnacles had been removed from the
bottom and a new coat of paint added to ensure that if we did capsize
when they flooded the dock, we would at least look respectable, we
made our way to a berth alongside the wall and the battle continued. The
opportunity of our berth brought out the evil instincts of the Minister of
Supply and we were soon invaded with frozen cows and pigs on their
way to the cold room for later consumption by the starving masses.
Eventually we managed to free ourselves from the clutches of the
dockyard and it was with a sigh of relief that we moved back into
harbour again and attempted to restore ourselves to normal. On
Saturday, September 12, the Commander-in-Chief paid us a visit and
addressed the ship's company on the quarterdeck. He praised us for

Architecture at Rhodes
our work in Zante and assured us that although every other ship seemed
to have gained the publicity in the world press, if there were any medals
going, Gambia would be the first to get them.
We re-introduced ourselves to the watery spaces outside the
breakwater again on September 14, when the old lady steamed round to
Marsaxlokke after a morning's ammunitioning, and moored in
preparation for the Squadron Regatta. The management, swift to jump at
every opportunity to expend paint, decided that this was a heaven-sent
opportunity and so the order was given, and once more the thickness of
the ship's side was increased.
Thursday, September 17, arrived and with it came boatloads of
guests to witness the battle of the giants for the Cruiser Cock. We had
witnessed H.M.S. Glasgow 's entry into the arena complete with cracked
egg on her " B " Turret but we were not dismayed; miracles could
happen. At 0815 the order was flashed; " Let battle commence " and the
Regatta was on. Details can be spared, suffice to say that at the end of
the day H.M.S. Glasgow was displaying a resplendent Cock

in place of the egg which had been well and truly hatched. Though
beaten into second place we were quite content and assured ourselves
that the situation would be vastly different next year.
In company with the rest of the Squadron Gambia entered Grand
Harbour at 0800 the following day to prepare for the start of the Second
Summer Cruise and the Fleet Regatta and after a busy week-end we
sailed for Navarino on Monday September 21. We were soon caught up
in a maze of exercises, fuelling at sea, and all the other diabolical
inventions of an Admiral's mind culminating in our old friend, a night
encounter exercise or as it is technically known, N.E.X. Despite going
around in circles we did eventually arrive at Navarino Bay on the
following morning and anchored in our position. We were accompanied
on this cruise by H.M.S. Theseus temporarily attached to the Fleet,
carrying aboard Mr. J. P. L. Thomas, First Lord of the Admiralty, who
was visiting the Mediterranean Fleet.
The Fleet Regatta came at last on Thursday, September 24, and once
more the air was filled with the cry of " Up for Ten " and from various
sections of the fleet the familiar war cry came floating down : " OggieOggie-Oggie ! " The end of the last race found us once more runner up
to Glasgow in the Heavy Squadron, whilst the Fleet Cock was carried off
in triumph by the Second Frigate Squadron.
Our stay in harbour was soon over and on September 28 we sailed
for the Aegean to commence our biggest N.A.T.O. exercise so far. In
company with ships of the Greek and Italian Navies we were scheduled
for eight days at sea under war conditions in Exercise Weldfast. The
news was made more appalling when we heard that the exercise was
being conducted by H.M.S. Glasgow from a snug position at Piraeus; it
was even whispered that the management had volunteered to take part
rather than conduct, but we were content to accept our fate.
To our surprise we found that we were being allowed to sample the
night life of Athens ourselves as a stimulant before going to war and
although most of the ship's company suspected a catch we nevertheless
anchored in Piraeus Bay on September 30 and caught our first glimpse of
.
the historic city of Athens towering in the background.
A make-andmend was granted in the afternoon with leave until mid-night and
everyone who was not crippled or financially embarrassed braved the
drenching of the boat trip ashore and invaded the city

Surprisingly enough everyone returned on time despite the language
difficulties with the taxi drivers and at 0400 the following morning
Gambia sailed to war.
The next eight days will not be forgotten for a long time; every day
brought fresh incidents which had to be tackled as efficiently on the last
day as they were on the first. We were attacked by submarines, surface
craft, and aircraft in a never-ending cycle, arriving off the Island of
Rhodes at 0900 on Thursday October 8. Official callers during the day
included the British Consul and the Governor-General of the
Dodecanese; these calls were returned by the Captain. Bus trips were
arranged to the Valley of the Butterflies and other places of historic
significance.
The modern part of Rhodes did not turn out to be the paradise we
had been led to expect, being very small in comparison to other places
we had visited. A visit to the old walled city on the other hand revealed a
rabbit-hunter's delight, with its quaint little shops and stalls and the
admirable custom of presenting prospective customers with a cup of
sweet Turkish coffee.
Our football team played a match against the local side at the
Stadium and despite the atrocious weather they put up a splendid
performance and drew 3 - 3. After the match the team skipper was
presented with a commemorative plaque, a product of the local pottery
works. During our stay three ratings were involved in an incident in the
Old Town but to us this was a normal event and no upheaval was
caused. Our stability was soon shaken to its foundations when, shortly
afterwards, members of the ship's company received cuttings from home
describing us as " cannibals," and accusing us of, amongst other things,
" breaking into stores, stealing food and smashing furniture, beating
people up and stripping them," and last but not least " molesting women
on the street without regard to their old age." To say we were astonished
would be putting it mildly and despite the well-known " journalese"
language which is so often prevalent in stories of this kind, this incident
had been magnified out of all proportion.
By the time we sailed for Malta on October 13 the effects of our
publicity were already wearing off and our thoughts were with
Shakespeare . . . " Much Ado About Nothing."
C.B.
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"

Championships and Festivals "
Wednesday, October 14, 1953

W

ITH A HARD-FOUGHT GAME OF RUGGER

against the Cadet Training

Squadron, Gambia celebrated her return to Malta; the sports
gossip corner speculating on the hope of two teams for the forthcoming
season.
Thursday, November 5, saw these speculations become fact with
sixty players of all shapes and sizes turning up for the trials. The rigs
they appeared in! Even the selection committee hid their faces to blush,
though like most selection committees they ended up by congratulating
themselves upon their choice of two teams : the results of 15 to 6
against H.M.S. Forth being the deciding factor that their decisions were
sound and true.
For the rest of November, boxing, hockey trials, and sights of
Krendi filled the spare time, until Thursday, November 26, when at
nine minutes past eight the old lady sedately set out for Tripoli.
To the socialites Tripoli spelt Bingo, with the hands bringing back
to the ship prizes of all shapes and sizes, ranging from suitcases and
ladies' wristwatches to minature beer-barrels and small bottles of
liqueur; the latter invariably arriving aboard as empty memories.
For the soccer enthusiasts two matches were arranged; opposition
being the local Arab team and the Army. Being adapted to the hard
crust of Maltese playing grounds, the match against the Army brought
yet another variation in the craft of playing, with feet sinking into six
inches of sand, and the technical trick of diverting attention from the
ball by a smoke' screen of blinding sand an advantage was easily
obtained.
It was at the local Arab match that Mr. Stoker pulled a fast one on
Mr. Simms by informing the local secretary that he was a ship's
captain, with the results that Mr. Simms informally inspected the teams,
being presented on completion with a handsome floral tribute.

" The glory that was Greece "

Two days later the old lady headed for Malta, and with the prospect
of Port Said as a New Year gift the last few weeks of 1953 slowly
drifted in with efficiency tests, exercises, and pea-shooting at the Filfa
island.
On December 11 and 12, sandwiched between the atomic exercises,
Manoel Island threw its doors open for the Boys' Boxing Individual
Championships.
For the old lady with a family of twelve aboard her proudest
moment lay not in the fact that seven entered, that four reached the
semi-finals with Boy Woodward securing the catchweight title and Boy
Jackquenim runner up in the bantamweight, but in the event that

six out of seven had no previous experience, and merely jumped in to
make one. Surely the right spirit when time was so heavily taxed with the
management's programme of tactical exercises.
Christmas brought in its wake a few days' leave and a children's
party, held on board on the twentythird. Father Christmas in flowing
robes and the traditional beard, looking remarkably like a retiring
Commander, arrived by dghaisa; the missing reindeer and sleigh being
explained away as non-naval stores.
Christmas day passed quietly with informal morning rounds and the
service of Nine Lessons and Carols : the morning service turning what
normally on board is a dull, empty day, into a true family affair with that
breath of Christmas spirit that only the presence of children can provide.
On Monday, December 28, Gambia was on her way, arriving at Port
Said in time to celebrate New Year's Day with the Naval Compound's
own " Stag Inn " filled to overflowing, in more senses than one.
Left to their own devices the ship's company turned to basket ball,
sailing, deck hockey, round-the-compound races, and shooting
competitions : the deck hockey being won by the Royal Marines : the
shooting by P.O.'s " A " team : the compound races — seven laps, E.R.
A. Tapson; twelve laps, Midshipman Grenier.
In the greater field of sport the old lady's rugger team gained great
experience in their matches against the R.A.F. camps at Abesair and the
Army's South Canal Zone team. The soccer fans found for their
entertainment matches drawn up against the R.A.F., and the Scots
Guards, the most exciting match being against the Scots Guards when
the First XI won four to nothing, much to the disgust of the local R.S.M.
who was last seen doubling their team to the glasshouse.
Meanwhile in the cricket net practice shed, with wooden boxes and
packing cases as a stage, rehearsals for an obscure piece of verbal byplay
were under way. As far back as October the basic foundations had been
laid, with the play being written during the Christmas period, and a first
reading rehearsal called for just before the ship sailed.
" Captain Tudor, R.N." provided major speaking parts for

eleven men, and bit-parts for another seven; total cast being thirty, which
included backstage crew and every possible hand that could be mustered
for the crowd scenes. Casting provided many surprises, the title role
going to a nineteen-year-old midshipman with his son played by the ship's
dentist, in actual fact six years his senior. The cold, sadistic character
of Commander Watts became the property of the ship's padre, with
effective results. While to crown everything the ship's commander found
himself promoted to a 1923 gin-Thirsty Captain, playing it with such
realism that the adjudicator wondered how much of the gin was real, and
how much pure acting.
Sunday, January 24, saw the old lady's Canal duties completed with
ahead of her a five-day visit to Piraeus and Athens. Of Athens, with its
ruins of Doric and Ionic order, its legends of fact and fiction, most
remember the city for its fiction — fiction in the form of Cinema-scope.
To stare at a fifty-foot screen, to see gigantic figures speak in English
(with modern Greek sub-titles beneath on a separate space), seemed to
most a far more interesting experience than anything the ancient Greeks
may have had when they sat in their draughty theatre of Dionysos, to see
the latest smash hit of Mr. Sophocles.
In the field of sport the local Police Soccer team played the old lady's
First XI, with the ship coming a cropper to a score of 11 - 0. The local
team, being drawn mainly from the capital, carried many stars of
international calibre, especially their inside left, who in scoring five
goals himself left the ship's defence in shreds.
Regretfully waving farewell to the many dives and dragonflies of the
twisting streets of Piraeus, January 30 sent the old lady hurrying home
for Malta with the following three weeks devoted to preparations for the
Spring Cruise. It was during this period that Admiral Reid, C.B., C.V.O.,
replaced Admiral Davis, C.B., D.S.O., as F.O.2, Admiral Davis taking
over the post of Third Sea Lord.
For the first two weeks in Malta hard training in boxing and long
rehearsals in acting overshadowed the ship's normal day-to-day
activities. In the boxing world, due to the high standards expected, the
old lady found only five that could be safely entered as strong
contestants for the Med. Fleet Championships. At this point bad luck
took a hand in the game causing two to drop out through injuries.

